
Real Racing 3

**About Real Racing 3**

Real Racing 3 is a racing game in which players can compete in real time against players from all

over the world. There are over 170 first-class vehicles from renowned manufacturers such as

Ferrari, Porsche and Lamborghini at their disposal.

In Real Racing 3, you'll find many real and famous tracks and a wide selection of world-class

racing cars. With over 170 different vehicles from well-known manufacturers such as Audi,

Mercedes-Benz or Ford you can barrel down more than 15 race tracks - from famous tracks such

as Silverstone to notorious race courses such as Hockenheimring. The game is characterized by

its innovative multiplayer mode "Time Shifted Multiplayer". In this mode, you can always compete

against your friends, even if they are not online at the moment. The game saves their racing

performance and tries to imitate it as accurately as possible.

**Real Racing 3 - Features:** 

- Race on tracks: A special feature of Real Racing 3 is that all races are driven on real and

infamous racetracks. The racetracks were not designed by the developers of the app, but are

simulating real racetracks such as Silverstone, Hockenheimring or Le Mans. 

- Wide range of vehicles: Choosing the right vehicle is crucial for a successful race. In Real Racing

3 you have over 170 first-class racing cars from renowned manufacturers such as Porsche,

Lamborghini, Ferrari, Audi etc. available. Choose your vehicle, upgrade it and customize the color

or wheels of the vehicle.

- Multiplayer Mode and Time Shifted Multiplayer (TSM): Real Racing 3 of course has a multiplayer

mode in which you can compete against 7 other players in real time. In addition to this real-time

multiplayer mode, the game convinces especially by its innovative multiplayer mode "Time Shifted

Multiplayer". Here you can compete against your friends, even if they are not online at the moment.

For this, the game simply stores their previous race results. During the race, these are then

retrieved, so that the driving behavior of your friends can be imitated as closely as possible. This

gives you the impression that you are really driving against your friends, even though your

opponent is controlled by an AI.

Conclusion: Real Racing 3 is an exciting racing game, which convinces above all by its innovative

multiplayer mode TSM and its impressive graphics.


